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Adopt – A – Road Event
The annual Fall Adopt-A-Road cleanup is scheduled for November 20th from 8:00 – 10:00 am. If you are annoyed by litter along
Fairfield Streets, then this is your opportunity to make a difference.
Come join other neighbors at the corner of Tanuri and Velasquez to get your safety vest and garbage bag. Wear sturdy shoes,
gloves, and hat. If you have a grabber or walking stick, please bring them along as they are helpful getting trash out from under
thorny places.
Please call or text Pat at 208-309-5031 or email to patfrankle799@gmail.com if you want to volunteer. We always have a good
group from SMR plus other HOAs and have rewarding and fun few hours. Hope to see YOU on the 20 th!

President’s Remarks
It’s a few days before Halloween and I was sitting at my desk thinking about writing my
November newsletter when I heard “Oooooooo – write your newsletter or die!” It sounded like
a disembodied voice of Alan Frankle telling me that he needs my November newsletter. Ok, I
embellished the story just a little since it is close to Halloween, and I think someone may have
tampered with my kandy korn.
November will be a busy month for the board in general and Jay Flaherty (recreation) and his
sub-committee in particular. The east pool has been resurfaced and painted and we are waiting
for a re-opening, now currently set for November 14th. Jay has been doing a great job of
informing every one of the progress, via e-blast, when information becomes available. The clubhouse is also having work done to the
interior. It was decided that the clubhouse should get a “refresh” while it is closed due to COVID.
November is also the month that the board presents their annual reports to the homeowners’ association. By now everyone should have
received a packet with important information regarding the time, date, and agenda of the meeting along with a ballot. Please complete the
ballot and return to Barbara Carbajal using the enclosed envelope or dropping it off in the ballot box located in her front yard (you can find
her address in the neighborhood directory). If you have not received a packet, you can contact Barbara at secretary@smrhoa.com.
The meeting is being held via ZOOM again this year and instructions to join the meeting can be found in the information packet. It is being
held on-line November 9th starting at 7:00 pm. We hope you can join us. If there are any changes I will inform you through an e-blast.
Enjoy the rest of November with your friends and family along with good food, an extra piece of pumpkin pie and football.
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I just got an email from Alan asking for my November newsletter article, which makes me think that the first message was not a paranormal
experience. Probably just like I thought, too much wacky kandy korn.
Talk to you next month,
Jim Warner – President SMR HOA
Email: president@smrhoa.com, Ph: 520-744-8208

Landscape
It’s a lovely time for SMR Landscape with the weather so beautiful and comfortable.
Welcome back to the neighbors returning from their summer homes. I have already
heard from many of you that the growth of trees, shrubs, and weeds is a big surprise
when you return. Yes indeed, it was a splendidly wet summer so there’s a lot more
green now than when you all left in the spring. Landscape is working on pulling
weeds and trimming trees. Darrin and his team are now in Zone 2, which includes
the south side of Loma del Bribon and all of Vereda Rosada. They have already
worked on the East Pool plantings and bushes, and they will also work on cleaning
up the spillways along Bribon and Rosada. Elaine Mathas is our Zone 2
Representative, so if you have questions about work in this zone, please contact her.
(Contact information for all the Zone Representatives is on the SMR Landscape
webpage:
http://www.smrhoa.com/Landscaping.html)
I want to thank all the residents who have been so cooperative with our requests to clean up weeds in their front yards. Several of you who
were out of town expressed appreciation for being made aware that there was a weed issue in your yard and addressed it promptly, even
from afar. Please note that homeowners are also responsible for weeds and plants that spill onto the sidewalk or down over the curb. As I
walk around the neighborhood, I have noticed “low-growing spurge” along the edges of front yards, in driveways, and spreading down into
the street even where the rest of the yard is weed-free.
Here’s a Wikipedia article about spurge:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euphorbia_maculata. Personally, I pull the spurge out rather than spray it, but it can get out of control and be
difficult to remove by hand. Here’s an article that is helpful in identifying spurge, but I do not know anything about the products they
advertise: https://www.domyown.com/spurge-identification-guide-a-577.html
Another reminder for your front yards, as well as the SMR Common Areas: trees and bushes that grow into the street or onto the sidewalk
must be trimmed back. Landscape is responsible for spotting and trimming plants and shrubs in Common Areas that grow over the sidewalk
and trees that hang down into the street, affecting vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Homeowners are responsible for the trees, plants, and
shrubs in their yards. As a general rule for trees, please maintain a minimum vertical clearance of 10 feet over the street and 7 feet over the
sidewalk.
I had the delightful opportunity to attend the SMR BBQ on October 21 st. Music, food, drink, perfect weather, and FINALLY a chance for
SMR residents to be together in person, safely, outside at the East Pool. I re-acquainted with longtime friends and met many new residents.
It was wonderful to hear from so many who are already SMR volunteers and from new residents who want to get involved. Thank you
all!!! (And especially thank you to Colleen and Ron and the Hospitality Committee for a stellar event.)
For those who are new to SMR, here is the website link to the SMR Landscape rules:
http://www.smrhoa.com/LandscapeRulesRegarding%20Homeowner%20Responsibilities%20FinalRevisionMay142020.pdf. If you have
questions about the rules, you can contact me or your Zone Representative. I am including my personal email address at the end of this
newsletter because I have discovered that emails sent to the official Landscape@smrhoa.com do not always reach me.
In closing, I want to thank two new residents on Camino Ferreo who donated many of their plants to the community when they re-landscaped
their property. We received about a dozen desert plants from them which have now been planted in Common Areas all over SMR. I do
not have permission to name them here, but they know who they are, and14 their generosity is much appreciated.
Wishing everyone a very Happy Thanksgiving. Thankful we are to live in SMR

Landscape Chair, elgore14@gmail.com
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Recreation
RESIDENTS AND THEIR GUESTS MUST CONTINUE TO FOLLOW CDC
COVID 19 GUIDELINES WHEN USING FACILITIES. THIS IS A PIMA
COUNTY AND SMR REQUIREMENT FOR AQUATIC AND
TENNIS/PICKLE BALL FACILITIES.
Pools and Spas
The East pool re-plastering and installation of new tile is complete. The heaters (gas
and solar) will start up November 14 and the pool will reopen (It may take a few days
to completely warm up). The higher temperature we maintain at SMR pools is the reason we are delaying the reheating/reopening until
November 14th. This will allow the new surface additional time to completely cure and accept the warmer temperature of the water. The
East spa is open and operating.
The West pool and spa are operating without issues.
Courts
Coming Soon to a Court Near You!
Our second Beginner Pickleball Clinic will be held 8:00 – 10:00 AM on Saturday, November 13th. Participants must wear non-marking
soled shoes (no black soles) and a cap or visor is advised as the rising morning sun can cause quite a blind spot. Loaner paddles will be
available. This introduction to pickleball will include practicing the basic skills, learning the rules and scoring, observing a short
demonstration game and then playing a short game as well. Come ready to have some fun! Contact elliejewell7@msn.com if interested.
Big thanks to Deb Shepard for her creative decoration of the First Aid bucket. The tennis/pickle ball courts is receiving consistent play.
Please use reservemycourt.com to sign up for court time.
Clubhouse
With the uncertainty around the risk of indoor gatherings and Covid 19, the Board voted to keep the clubhouse closed for the remainder of
the year. We are using this down time as an opportunity for much needed improvements to the lighting, electrical, flooring, window
coverings, paint and storage. It is anticipated that all improvements/updating will be complete by the end of December.
In the remodel of the clubhouse, we will be adding new art. We have been informed that the current clubhouse art was donated by residents.
If you are interested in reclaiming donated art please contact recreation@smrhoa.com.
Regular updates will be provided via eblast.
Jay Flaherty
recreation@smrhoa.com

Roads
As we all know, it was a hot and wet summer. We had treated about one-third of our
roads (Lower Carrillo, Upper Colorada, Penoso, Tio, Monte, and Chico) with the
mineral bond compound HA5 in June of 2020. The road surface has been exposed to a
hot and dry summer, a winter, and now a hot and wet summer. In our opinion, the road
surface has held up well and we are pleased with the product.
We have also had a second one-third of our roads treated last August (Alegra, Vaccio,
Toros, and Bronzino). The surface on these roads also looks great, and we think that
using HA5 is a better alternative than the conventional asphalt sealcoating. Although it is more expensive than asphalt sealcoating, it has
the potential to significantly delay the time we need to repave the streets. As such, there is a positive effect on our reserve expenditures.
Another major benefit to using HA5 is the reduction in the time that the roads are tied up. Repaving is a weeklong disruption, while the
surface coating is only for one day. Overall, we think we are on the way to a better way to keep our roads in tip-top condition.
John Mitchell
Roads Chair, roads@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992
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Nominating Committee
The Nominating Committee has prepared a slate of candidates for the open positions.
We are fortunate to have three strong, well-qualified candidates for the 2022 Board
positions: Greg Adams, Colleen McAuliffe, and Bob Shaff.
John Mitchell
Nomination Chair
nominations@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992

Hospitality Committee
On Thursday, October 21st, we held our BBQ and Live Music Event. It was a
beautiful evening and the pool deck looked wonderful with all of the tables that the
committee decorated for the occasion, along with the backdrop of the newly
resurfaced pool under a full moon. Approximately 165 residents enjoyed food,
refreshments and live music from the CS&M band. It was just great to see
neighbors connecting again and meeting new neighbors as well. Enjoy the pictures!

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Tuesday, November 16, 5:15 Happy Hour, 6:00 Presentation and Q&A
Note: Since the clubhouse is closed, we will be holding this outside at the east pool. We have rented heaters in the event that the evening
is chilly.
Join us as we welcome our neighbor Frank Figliuzzi, as our guest speaker. Frank retired as the FBI’s Assistant Director for
counterintelligence after serving 25 years as a Special Agent in major U.S. cities. He is a national security analyst for NBC News and the
author of the national best seller, The FBI Way. Frank will take us inside today’s FBI from its history and jurisdiction to the very latest in
DNA advances, serial killer initiatives, biometrics, and the FBI’s presence overseas. His talk will feature highlights from his new podcast,
“The Bureau with Frank Figliuzzi”, now among the top 25 “true crime” podcasts.
Check out Frank’s website
http://www.frankfigliuzzi.com to learn more about him, his book, and his podcast.
Don’t forget to bring your copy of his book. Frank will be happy to personalize it!
Sunday, December 5th from 1:00 - 3:00. Donation Drive with refreshments and light snacks at the east pool

Note: Since the clubhouse will remain closed while under renovation, our annual Holiday Gathering is going to look a bit different this
year. We have decided to hold a donation drive for 3 organizations: TMC Children’s Hospital, The Community Food Bank of Southern
Arizona, and the Humane Society of Southern Arizona. Whether it’s cheering up a child who has to spend the holidays in the hospital,
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helping a homeless animal stay comfortable while finding a new home, or ensuring that a family has food on the table, your donation will
be greatly appreciated by these organizations.
So, please come by with a donation and stay for refreshments, snacks, some tasty sweets, and spend some time with SMR friends
and neighbors.
The wish lists from each organization are significant. We’ve spoken to either a volunteer or employee from each one and compiled this list
based on their input.
Please be sure items are in their original packaging.
TMC Children’s Hospital*

Humane Society

Community Food Bank **

Currently popular children’s books-all ages.

Peanut Butter

Oatmeal

Sun-catchers (paintable)

KONG Dog Toys

Cereal, Granola Bars

Infant Stimulation Toys

Natural Balance dog food rolls.

Canned Tomato Products

Stacking/Nesting Toys/ Infant Links

Martingale Collars

Canned Tuna and Chicken

Sound Books

Hot Dogs

Peanut Butter

Board Games (Sorry, Trouble, Scrabble JR).

Canned puppy food

Canned Soups

Action Figures (no scary looking ones)

Hot Dogs

Canned Fruits and Veggies

Arts and Crafts Kits

Flea/Tick control products

Rice and Pasta

100, 300, 500, piece puzzles

Dog Biscuits

Packaged Nuts and Seeds

Surgery hats and pillowcases in fun
child friendly patters

Cat Treats
Canned Tuna in Water
** No glass containers

* Unfortunately no stuffed animals.
** Consider,low sugar, lowfat
low sodium and whole grain.
If you would prefer to make a financial donation, makes checks payable to:
- TMC Foundation and note “Child Life” on the memo line

- Humane Society of Southern Arizona
- The Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona
Hello SMR Community!
It’s time again to think about the coming Potluck Season 2022 - ☺! Potlucks are a great way to get to know others in our community that
we would likely not have met otherwise. They’ve been such fun that we wanted to provide another opportunity for those who may have
not signed up at our BBQ.
In early January we will have our initial meeting at the clubhouse. Mark your calendars - ☺! Folks who have signed up will meet their
potluck groups and schedule their respective potlucks over the next few months. Be SURE to bring your calendars to help decide on your
dates!! In the past, some groups have decided to eat out. Others have chosen to divide the meal 3 ways: i.e. hors d'oeuvres and dessert, with
the 'host' for the night providing the main meal. There will be 6-8 people per group, likely rotating each potluck from home to home.The
meeting in January shouldn't take too long. If you haven't already signed up, please send us an email if you decide you'd like to try this
opportunity. We'd love for you to join! If you could let us know by Wednesday, Dec. 29th, it would be very much appreciated.
Please respond to: julieandersen@comcast.net
Thank you!
See you soon,
Julie & Jens Andersen
Dennis & Annebeth Burgess
Potluck Coordinators
Colleen and Ron, Hospitality Chairs
You can reach us at hospitality@smrhoa.com
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Architecture
Another debt of gratitude as I rejoin the committee after a substantial absence: Cheryl
Adams, Alternate Chair, has responded to application requests, run our meetings and
answered residents’ concerns on sundry architectural items. Always with the
homeowner at the forefront of her energies, she is the consummate professional and
both the committee and SMR are fortunate to have her interest and involvement. If
you know or meet her, please thank her personally; so much of our work is behind
the scenes, especially the chair!
This month I’d like to briefly discuss the installation of solar panels (or photovoltaic
cells = PV) on our roofs. There is an increasing demand for their use and it seems important to make some points clear. First, according to
AZ Statute 33-1816, an HOA may not forbid their use. However, the HOA may provide guidelines for their placement, profile. Our
committee guideline is straightforward - the panels should not, if possible, be viewed from the street. After installation, all wires, panels
and other ancillary items must be painted Cliff Brown. We do not recommend placing panels on tile roofs which could impact the integrity
of the roof. A list of vendors that have designed arrays for SMR residents is being compiled and if you have any information or
recommendations, please contact me. If you are interested in the list, please contact me directly.
The SMR Annual Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 9th at 6 PM via Zoom.
Someone has given me two opened-but-nearly-full gallons of the Dunn-Edwards color Briar (the lighter of the two browns) used for painting
wood front door and back patio overhangs and posts. The individual realized they had purchased the wrong color only after the painting
contractor had started the project. If anyone is interested in the remainder of the paint, please contact me. The owner did not wish to dispose
of it if it could be used by another resident.
Last, but certainly not least, there is an exciting renovation going on at the Clubhouse. In clearing out the cabinets, our committee found
plans from residents’ past project applications. Because it is a good idea to keep plans with the house, I will be contacting individuals at the
addresses on these plans. Even if the work was not done under your ownership, past design documents are invaluable when planning for
new or updated systems, making or changing existing details, e.g. adding/removing a fireplace. They also serve as a record of the changes.
I will begin by contacting residents via email.
See you at the Annual Meeting,
Janet
Janet Pearce Foster, Chair
Email: architecture@smrhoa.com
520-526-5571
REMINDER #1: If you plan to sell your SMR home, please contact resale@smrhoa.com or phone Angie Perryman at 520-615-4074 before
putting your house on market and thank you in advance for your cooperation.
REMINDER #2: If you are contemplating any exterior project work, please check the Architectural Design Reference (ADR) or contact
me BEFOREHAND regarding the SMR Project Application requirement. Failure to this may result in a fine, unnecessary delays and/or
expensive revisions.

Neighborhood Watch
Dear SMR Residents…especially those living on Vereda Rosada…
This month I wish to honor Roger Wiswell, a foundational member of our SMR community.
Roger is stepping down from his current role as a Block Captain for a portion of Vereda Rosada
(4401-4441 Rosada), but his SMR career is much more than this. Roger was born in Bedford,
England, but spent most of his early adult career in Seattle where he was involved in the
landscape business for over 30 years. Roger and his wife Carmen moved to Tucson in 2000,
and to SMR in 2003.
Roger immediately became involved in SMR by serving as the Area Leader for Neighborhood
Watch, and then as Chair of the Landscape Committee for 9 years, from 2005-2014 where he used his landscape experience to benefit our
community. In these roles, Roger has been on the SMR Board for over 10 years and served as the SMR Vice President for 3 of those years.
Roger then served as a Block Captain since that time. It has been my pleasure to learn from Roger as I became the Area Leader for SMR
Neighborhood Watch.
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Thank you for your service, Roger!! Your presence and your involvement in our community have made SMR
a better place to live for us all. Godspeed, Roger!!
As his last act as a Block Captain for Vereda Rosada, Roger recruited his replacement.
It is my pleasure to announce that Connie Eisenman will be taking over for Roger. Residents of 4401-4441
Vereda Rosada, please welcome Connie as your new Block Captain. I will provide a more formal introduction
of Connie in next month’s newsletter.
Bob Shaff
SMR Neighborhood Watch Area Leader
Neighborhood@smrhoa.com
520-981-0648

Volunteer Liaison
WHY YOU SHOULD VOLUNTEER AT SMR -----IT’S NOT JUST THE
MONEY!!

Allen W. Hile,
Volunteer Liaison, volunteer@smrhoa.com, 520-505-4963

Database
The 2021 SMR Directory contains all of the updated information. Please
submit any updates, changes, corrections and new information to:
database@smrhoa.com

Herb Burton, Database Chair

Advertising by Residents
Procedure: Ads must be limited to 50 words, text only, no pictures, include a phone number and/or email address, and be submitted by
the middle of the month preceding the newsletter publication date (the first of the month, except for a combined mid-summer issue on
July 15). The ad is good for one issue. If you want it repeated, you must submit another request. Ad copy should be sent to Alan
Frankle, Pubs@smrhoa.com.
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SNAP phone: 520- 437-9556
http://www.sunrisesnap.org

Important Announcement!!
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program (SNAP) will end all
services and programs by December 31, 2021.
Sunrise Mountain Ridge (SMR) homeowners know SNAP was founded by long-time residents Tiny Read and Lu Salisbury, along with
Jayne Henninger from another Sunrise community. Originally serving SMR residents, SNAP grew to reach residents of other Sunrise
neighborhoods who have benefited from its services and programs over the last fifteen years.
SNAP's mission has always been to assist and support older adults to remain in their homes as long as possible. Dedicated volunteers
have provided services such as transportation, minor home repairs, and occasional meals. In addition to these helpful services, SNAP
held regular socialization events and educational sessions on topics related to aging.
The social distancing required during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic forced SNAP to cease or curtail most services and programs.
Even before COVID, however, SNAP saw a dwindling demand for services. This diminished demand has led to SNAP’s decision to
close.
This dwindling demand for SNAP’s services demonstrates a change in the needs of older adults in our Sunrise communities. The
organization has seen the positive impact of technology on the lives of older adults. Ride sharing services, online shopping, and doorstep
delivery of many necessities are widely available and accessible.
Also, in ways SNAP has not seen before, families, friends and neighbors have become more involved in assisting their loved ones in
managing the challenges of aging. This trend is encouraging and softens the regret that the SNAP organization has in needing to end its
service to the community. This “neighbors helping neighbors” approach to supporting older adults to age in place in the homes they
love and the neighborhoods they trust is consistent with SNAP’s vision of a community in which older adults feel connected, supported,
and engaged. Having helped to foster this trend through its volunteer services, socialization activities, and educational offerings will be
SNAP’s enduring legacy.
SNAP is grateful to SMR residents who have supported the organization in many ways -- financially, with hours of volunteering,
spreading SNAP’s good will, and alerting staff to neighbors in need. In SNAP’s absence, please continue to look out for and engage
with your older adult neighbors.
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program
6890 E. Sunrise Drive, Suite 120-298
Tucson, AZ 85750
www.sunrisesnap.org
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Please Support Our Advertisers
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SMR PHOTO GALLERY
For our website users, we like to include a monthly Photo Gallery. Please send any interesting photos of fauna, flora, sunrises,
sunsets or any other photos of items that make SMR special. Please e-mail to pubs@smrhoa.com.

Barbeque at the New Pool!

Enjoying the sunrise – Eloise Gore Evening Sunset – Eloise Gore
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